Emanuel proposes tighter rules

Issues include jobs that aldermen can't hold, contributions

BY JOHN BVERNE Chicago Tribune

Mayor Rahm Emanuel will use the upcoming mayor's state of the city address to propose legislation that would tighten up city rules on when and how aldermen can hold and how they can earn outside jobs.

Emanuel said Monday he will use his State of the City address on May 18 to propose legislation that would ban aldermen from representing clients with business conflicts of interest while serving on City Council committees.

Emanuel's proposed changes would also tighten up rules for outside jobs, which Emanuel said are sometimes used by aldermen to earn money in ways that could influence their votes.

Emanuel said the changes would be an effort to address concerns raised by constituents about the ethics of aldermen who hold outside jobs.

The mayor said the changes would also be a way to address concerns raised by residents about the ethics of aldermen who have conflicts of interest.
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